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Overview 

Game Concept 

You are and your grandpa are members of a clan of intergalactic treasure 

hunters, who scour the world for lost riches. One day, your grandpa went off to 

find a lost space viking treasure and sadly went missing. Nobody knew where he 

went, and after some time he was presumed forever lost in space. However, you 

never gave up hope. One day, while looking through grandpa’s things, you find 

some coordinates scribbled on the back of an old photograph & you know it must 

be where he went. You follow the coordinates and it leads to a frozen planet. Now 

you are on a quest to find what happened to your grandpa, follow in his footsteps 

and maybe even find him and the treasure as well. 

Delivery Platform 

PC - Steam focused release plan 

Technical Goals 

Top Priority: 

● BUG FIXING 

Secondary Priority: 

● Optimize and polish existing systems 

● Implement final art assets 

● Build for Linux and Mac platforms 

● Options menu 

 

Art Pipeline 

● Assets will follow the Unreal Engine naming convention. 

● Importing art into the working repo will be done after the art is ready to be 

implemented. The artists will have a secondary repo for saving art that is WIP.  

● Implementing art into a scene should be done by saving an in world version of 

the model as a prefab. Do NOT just use raw copies of fbx or obj files. This can 

lead to GUID merge conflicts. 

● Artists are responsible for checking in engine that assets work as specified. Artists 

will also be able to apply textures, animations and shaders in engine for working 

directory branches with help from programmers.  
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● Artists will refer to the GDD for specifics on functionality of art and animations to 

ensure they will work with existing systems. Art will also be planned one week in 

advance from implementation so programmers do not get held up in 

implementation. 

●  For technical assets (assets that may need pieces to be moved individually) 

ensure that when exporting all objects in the parent has the ability to be moved 

freely relative to the position they are in world space rather than to the parent as 

well as making sure those assets are individually accessible pieces and not one 

large mesh under the parent. 

 

Design Pipeline 

● Everything for programmers to implement per milestone should be referenced in 

the GDD in detail. Every sprint the GDD will be updated to reflect tasks of the 

coming week. After first implementation of features designers will balance in 

engine and only call on programmers to revisit features for reworks when 

massive changes are necessary.  

● Programmers are responsible for implementing features in a way that allows 

designers to easily modify conditions and variables through the inspector.  

● File structure is to be followed for additions in engine and good code architecture 

is expected if scripts are added by designers (See Microsoft C# Coding Standard 

for more).  

● If features come up in the middle of a sprint they must be held until a new sprint 

as to not overburden programmers with excessive expectations per sprint. 

Designers will be planning one week in advance from implementation so 

programmers do not get held up in implementation.  

● Programmers and Artists must read the GDD in detail every release to keep up to 

date on the latest changes. Designers will also give a list of public variables they 

wish to have accessible in a feature in their design documentation so 

Programmers can plan accordingly.  

● IMPORTANT: If you are adding a feature or tweaking the scene in a way that is 

not finalized do so in a duplicate scene of the current production version. This 

makes merge conflicts easier to avoid. If you run into an issue implementing 

something into the production version, contact Scott Aquino. 
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System Requirements 

Minimum Requirements: 

● Windows 10 

● Intel i5 (7th gen) 

● Intel UHD Graphics 630 or AMD equivalent 

● 4GB Ram 

● 4GB of storage 

Recommended: 

● Windows 10 

● Intel i7 (7th gen) 

● Nvidia GTX 1080 

● 12GB Ram 

● 4GB of storage 

 

Game Systems 

Movement: 

Player uses WASD to move and SPACE to jump. Mouse movement allows the 

player to rotate and look up and down. Hold SHIFT to sprint. 

Resource Collection: 

LEFT CLICK shoots collected resources in a straight line with an anti-grav effect 

that lasts for x seconds. RIGHT CLICK sucks up materials from the environment 

and reduces the size of soft material piles. Resources despawn after a specified 

time. 

Objectives: 

Objectives are set on a level to level basis and are tracked through the objective 

manager. Objectives are generally done through repairing objects, platforming to 

specific areas and solving puzzles. 

Inventory: 

Press E to open the inventory. Everything can be accessed either through the 

SCROLL WHEEL on the mouse or by hovering and clicking on specific pieces 

when the HUD is up. This displays information set on the resource objects such 

as name, value, and damage it will deal to enemies. 
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AI: 

AI serves the player by helping them complete puzzles, collect wealth and 

uncover secrets. Interactions are all done through the vacuum gun and available 

resources. 

 

System Document References 

● Master Design Doc 

● Repository Do’s and Don’ts 

● Sound Manager Reference Doc 

● TeamViewer Info Doc 

● Bug Report List 

● Bug Report Form 

 

Win Condition 

Each level has a main end location that allows you to track the journey of your 

grandpa. Once this is reached and a required blueprint for an upgrade is found in 

a level, the primary objectives will have been completed and another level can be 

accessed. Secondary objectives will also be available to be completed but are not 

required to continue the progression of the game. The game ends when grandpa 

has been found in the final level. 

 

Code Overview 

Development Environment 

Unity 2019.3.0f6 (current release) is the target build for this game. The 

repository is hosted on pineapple through Git. GitKraken will be the main 

interface taught to developers for interacting with the repository. Other platforms 

such as Sourcetree and SmartGit are supported by Git and can be used if you wish 

but GitKraken will be the one used for onboarding and will be most common 

amongst team members. 
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File Formatting 

Code is written in C# (.cs) and conforms to the Microsoft C# Coding Standard for 

in engine systems. 

 

Comments 

Comment all new code you add to effectively communicate to the team what each 

addition does, so this document can be updated accordingly, and other members 

can work without needing a decoder ring. Include any specific comments about 

unfinished code or anything else that may need explaining clearly in the files 

changed. 

 

Source Control 

Using Git with GitKraken as the main supported interface. Pineapple is being 

hosted through Champlain College. Find out how to download GitKraken here. 
Branch names should follow the format FeatureName_Version. For 

information on how to use GitKraken, reference the Repository Do’s and Don’ts 

Doc. 

 

Technical Risk 

Note: Risk levels ( 1 [low] -5 [high])  with a level of 4 and up will have mitigation statements to demonstrate how the risk will be 

handled 

AI - 2 

A goal with this project is to create a world that has a lot of simple but interesting 

AI to interact with to solve puzzles and generally bring life to the environment. 

This means creating AI that is not necessarily hard or complex but there is a good 

chunk to be created. Because of this, we can say this is a risk level of 2. In our 

current implementation, there is a simple state machine that will make the 

creation of these AI fairly straight forward. If designers wish to implement more 

complex AI this section will be updated accordingly. See Master Design 

Document (MDD) section Wildlife & Interactions for more details on AI design. 

Addendum (3/5/2020): All intended wildlife systems are prototyped for the 

Alpha milestone. There is still implementation of art and minor tweaks to be 

made, but the risk level shows no change: 2 
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Upgrade System - 3 

The vacuum gun will have upgradeable systems such as increased suckable range, 

different terrain modifications and improved repair functionality. Most upgrades 

that have been discussed are fairly easy to implement, so that itself is not a 

particular worry. The reason this system is given a 3 is because on top of 

implementation of these simple features,there is another system necessary to 

make them accessible. The blueprint system to track unlock progress and 

creating the shop necessary to access these upgrades will take some time to 

develop as well. It is not particularly complex of a system, but the combination of 

implementing the features and the systems to access them will take some time. 

For more information about these upgrades, see the MDD section Vacuum Gun 

(Upgrades). 

Addendum (3/5/2020): All upgrades have been prototyped for the Alpha 

milestone. Optimizations can be made to existing systems but no further new 

prototyping must be done. The risk of this feature has been downgraded to: 2 

Map System - 3 

The player will need a map that allows them to track the location of important 

objects in the level. This is a new system that is not yet implemented and requires 

tracking objects in a new way we are not yet doing. This comes with the risks of 

making sure we are tracking those objects efficiently and to make sure the map is 

accurate to the environment you are in. The map system itself is not very 

concerning as its implementation should be relatively straight forward, but since 

it is a system that does not currently exist in any capacity it is a level 3 risk. (Map 

section of MDD pending 1/25/2020) 

Addendum (3/5/2020): This feature was not in the scope of the project from 

artistic and design standpoints. Because of this, the feature has been cut. 

Graphics - 4 

Some graphical features are potentially being added to the project such as 

transparent ice that is deformable. We have experimented with making our MC a 

transparent material and the graphics card starts screaming and framerate dies. 

This earns a 4 for risk and not a 5 because it is not absolutely crucial that the ice 

be transparent, it could be identifiably different without that quality but it is a 

current goal. 

 

Mitigation of Risk: We have done preliminary research into how to optimize 

the rendering process in Unity. This can be done with “Jobs” to essentially 
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multithread our rendering. This allows the computer to access more of its 

hardware to render the game. Unity is generally a single threaded program 

meaning it does not use the rest of the power it could have access to. This would 

be the first step in optimizing the transparent objects.  

Addendum (3/5/2020): The Jobs and Burst Compilation systems both turned 

out to be a bust due to being highly unstable and experimental. However, 

upgrading the render pipeline to the Universal Render Pipeline (URP) optimized 

performance enough where these systems were not necessary. A big downside to 

this improvement was all previous shaders no longer worked in the new render 

pipeline. The upside was now Shadergraph could be used to create shaders with 

visual scripting. The risk level of this system is downgraded to 3 because 

although it is still a risk, improvements have been made to resolve our biggest 

issues. 

Performance - 3 

We had some performance issues in the game before this point due to some fairly 

fixable issues. The largest culprit of game breaking performance drops was 

having obscene amounts of objects (thousands) on the ground and moving them 

all at once. Several actions are ready to be implemented at this time to fix this 

issue, including object pooling to manage instantiation and movement of items to 

limit how much work is allowed to be done in one frame, as well as object 

stacking so that if lots of objects get close to each other on the ground they can be 

treated as one object when moving them. Other performance issues come from 

our deformable MC terrain. These have also been looked into and similarly to our 

graphics mitigation statement, multithreading the calculations to edit the terrain 

could drastically increase performance. Another performance upgrade that has 

already been implemented is a change in the MC implementation that limits our 

placement of the mesh, but increases our performance. This is done by not 

having to do calculations to edit the mesh at non-0 values. Starting from the 

origin means that the mesh knows where all the vertices should be and requires 

no additional math to calculate their correct positions. Due to the mitigations 

that we have already looked into, the risk is a 3, but still has work to be done in 

order to make the game run at the level of optimization we would like. 

Addendum (3/5/2020): The game’s performance has drastically improved 

since it’s conception. The use of the URP and general code optimizations made 

during Greenlight have made the game into a viable product. There are still many 

optimizations that can be made, but the risk of this system is downgraded to 2. 
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Narrative Interaction - 2 

The world will have narrative interaction systems so the player can trigger story 

related prompts and progress through the story. This means a system to manage 

these prompts, display or play them in the world (unsure on what media will be 

used to display the information yet, text or audio or both) and a system to trigger 

them for a variety of different actions. There will also need to be systems to play 

storyboard images and panoramic views of levels, but these are also not difficult. 

These systems do not exist yet but this is given a level 2 risk because they should 

not be difficult to implement. If we had a base for this it could be a level 1 risk to 

improve upon. 

Addendum (3/5/2020): This system is implemented and works quite well. 

There will be little need for improvements outside of basic tweaks. This system is 

downgraded to 1. 

“Finishing” Game Systems - 2 

There are a lot of systems that are required to make a game publishable. Little 

things like volume controls for different audio types (music, dialogue, sound fx), 

rebindable control schemes, proper animated load screens, save states, and 

whatever else you would not necessarily even see in a game but would definitely 

notice if it was not there. This means dedicating a little time for this project to 

make it a finished product. This is not difficult, but must be accounted for, giving 

it a risk level of 2. 

Addendum (3/5/2020): The systems necessary to make a finished game have 

proven to be more difficult than initially assessed; specifically regarding load 

screens and save states. We wanted a complex and easy to use save/load system 

that could be used for anything so that took more time than basic Player Prefs. 

Also, Unity’s async load system does not work for what we had intended, most 

studios usually rewrite the source code of the engine regarding that feature we 

have come to find out. Because of these impediments, these systems are 

upgraded to 3. 

Console - 4 

The current intent of the team (1/25/2020) is to publish the game on the Xbox 

One console platform. This means that a few things need to be done in order to 

reach that goal. We must reach as many of the performance goals as soon as 

possible to run the game on a lower power platform than the PCs this is being 

developed on. This also means learning how to develop a game for console 

platform and adding controller support for all our controls. We also need to meet 
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benchmark tests from Microsoft in their stress test and probably most 

importantly, figure out how to run our build on their platform at all so we can test 

it. All these factors give this a risk of 4. It is not a 5 because in order for us to 

publish at all it does not have to be delivered on a console platform, so this does 

not brick the project if not completed. 

 

Mitigation Statement: Things we have done so far to mitigate the console risk 

is look into the process of publishing on the Xbox as well as starting to improve 

on our performance benchmarks. We also know that we do not need a 

development console to test our build on the platform, a Universal Windows 

Platform build (which is directly exportable from Unity) will work on a console, 

we just need to test that and see how that works for ourselves. There is still much 

work to be done to make sure we can deliver on a console platform, but we have 

started the process. Once the end of Greenlight is reached if this risk has been 

downgraded form a 4 the team can continue with the intent to release on console. 

If these requirements are not met, the console release plan will be terminated. 

Addendum (3/5/2020): There was success in getting the program to run 

remotely on an Xbox One console, however with the issues in the build that ran 

and the scope of the project we have decided to cut console support from the 

project.  
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